November 4, 2020
Royal BC Museum to publish new history book about Tod Inlet
VICTORIA, BC This Friday, November 6, Royal BC Museum Publishing will
release the new book Deep and Sheltered Waters: The History of Tod Inlet, by
researcher, writer and filmmaker David R. Gray.
Gray brings the curiosity and observational skills of a biological scientist and
the patience and thoroughness of a historian, along with an innate compassion
Dr. Peter Rider, Canadian
Museum of History curator (retired)
with the subject, Deep and Sheltered Waters may be read by anyone interested
in where we have been as Canadians, and where we are going.
Today, many people associate the name Tod Inlet with the world-famous
Butchart Gardens, which overlooks the waterway.
But Deep and Sheltered Waters guides readers along a long but enjoyable path
through time,
inhabitants: the Tsartlip First Nation, for whom the area around Tod inlet is
known as SNIDȻEȽ, Place of the Blue Grouse.
Gray then introduces readers to more recent denizens of the inlet, including the
abandoned community of immigrant workers from China and India, and the
company workers at the local cement plant. The natural world is as much a
presence as people in the book, which chronicles how the land around the inlet
was developed into public parkland and the Butchart Gardens.
The book will be of interest to many, including historians, naturalists and local
readers interested in taking a closer, more intimate look at their environment.
As Nancy and Robert Turner note in the foreword, Tod
of history, layers of human presence, a home place for myriad plants, animals
and fungi, a convergence of marine and terrestrial plants, and a convergence of

The 220-page book features colour and black-and-white photographs, including
.
Deep and Sheltered Waters retails for $29.95 as a paperback and $11.99 as an
ebook. It will be available through local bookshops, the Royal Museum Shop
and online at rbcm.ca/todinlet.
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About the Royal BC Museum:
human history and natural history, advances new knowledge and understanding of
BC, and provides a dynamic forum for discussion and a place for reflection. The
museum and archives celebrate culture and history, telling the stories of BC in ways
that enlighten, stimulate and inspire. Located in Victoria on the traditional territory of
the Lekwungen (Songhees and Xwsepsum Nations), we are a hub of community
connections in BC onsite, offsite and online taking pride in our collective histories.
About the Royal BC Museum
: Since the first publication
in 1891, the Royal BC Museum has released hundreds of works on diverse subjects,
bringing the human and natural history of our province to life in exciting, innovative
and personal ways.
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